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To the many students we have niught trt!rity
our professional association with Indiana UMversity ;a Smith Bend. We have profited greatly

through the exchange of ideas with these students, 1111(1 We 'hope that some of them ate en-

riching their instruction through the use of the
field trip,
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trlph
F:11111t11111
,t),Ii)011)11.)1 talth (14,4 ncikdiliill'IttltIt141
to 11)1)1

vacations,

ithiCki tripQ,l 1111.18
they 11.1),C
awl.- in 411111,' gases kit

veg.
toed all types of trampnrtation, loon school hik4 and priN;ate
akitrnol)ilt, to airplanes, slugs, ant-I even mules. Tlw,only liniilatitlm on
their me have ht.en thins.
by thc'ilthipinitial and rootitcchilile4
01' the toulicr, As "Auntie Mann," remarked to her ,nephew in the play
Tlwv

011,.1n). huh' love, your Auntie Maim is pony to toilodi doors
14 you, What' ailvenitirwil wv'm itoinkt to

Open a new window,
01W11 it new door,

Travel a new highway
That's never been tried bet re

(Lwrence:

1:ERAI / NO/J/6 1'

Research of the literature reveabt that the terminology describing
this type of educational experience has changed over the years from the
early writers' "sclx51 excursions," "school journeys," and "jaunts and
journeys': to today's "educational tours," "educational trips," "field
observation visits," "field trips," and "study tours." A recent definition' of the field trip reads as follows:

A trip arranged by the school and undertaken tOr educational
purposis, in which srudents. go to,:places where the materials of
ilistruction may be observed and studied directly ih' their functional setting; for example, a trip to ii_factory, a city waterworks,
a,library, a museum, etc. Syn. instructional trip, school excursion, school journey;, see 'plant tour., (Good: 239)

For the purposes of this publication, we will use the term field
trip in its broadest sense.
7
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1;01' OW LOA,/ limo referred to the universal nature of
educarional excursions in the Japanc.st educational system of that era,
not.ing that children took a great many journeys during the last two years
of the elementary program (Correspondent: .i011), The belie was that
every tyilcl is ,t stranger in the world; thus it is the function of education
to introduce the child to litiman and material surroundings, During this
periocbth..widesprc.ad use of the educational excursion was apparent in
Belgium, 1)(1111,1;k, France, Germany, Holland, and IttissiA Twenty
years later, c:ategorizing journeys as domestic trips taken during tern
time as well as trips abroad,. Hall .flescribed excursions ranging from an
airplane flight from Iiirminglia to London and hack to study geography,
to research expeditions to Lapland, Iceland, and British (:olumbia (1 -fall:
15 I -Ai).
The use of the field trip in the schools of the (Jutted States is of
fairly recent origin. McKown and Roberts report .c1 that schools in this
country have always used trips to a limitedextent, but noted that they
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SCHOOL' BOAREYPOLICI ES

The school board establishes policies covering the operation Of the
schools. These policies offer general statements of principle to administrators and staff relative to the conduct of the instrucisipnal program.
From these policies ...dministratiVe proceduresevolve..lt 'is the duty of
the superintendent of schools to implement the policies through administrative procedures that will enable' the professional staff to function
effectively witLin the framework established by the board.
Despite an almost total Lick of state statutes dealing with field

trips and ,their educati,n.il value, there are in existence school board
policies and procedures covering the conduct of field trips. Recent research studies have revealed the f011owing information:
I.

2.

Mostp school districts have policies, either written or unwritten, which permit the use of the educarnal field trip by their
instructional staff.

Ili most cases the responsibility for determining the accepta-

bility-4-field trip sites rests with he individual building
and/or teacher...Many times this is a shared responsibility.
i. In the identification of criteria for determining the acccpta.

_tsfi y of field trip sites, the most frequently indicated-criterion
wts that the field trip must. be educationally significant and
suitable. Other criteria cited were diStance (accessibilit7), administrator or teacher-judgment, relationship to maturity level
.

Of pupi
.1.

and safeey.

t ses, public transptirtation, and 'walking; ;:were the
mQst frequently indicated acceptable means of transpbriatinnfor 'use in field trills (Krepel :1(1(1.00/all; 'and Kreiieb..;

School

In most school districts
teacher handbook provideS inform).lion regarding board-policy .and administrative procedures. raired to the
Conduct og field trips. Many of these'handboOks deaf extensively \with th'
topic. In other, districts separate publicatiems covering; only the,:subfect,
of field trips are available..1n any case, it 'is usually advisabklot teachers
to check with their principal regarding administrative procedures cow ering these .instructional ventures.

/

,

TEACHER LIABILITY

is'important that teachers be aware Of their legal responsibilities

during field trips Conditions outside the classroom may increase the
.element of danger to iiiipifs:.Children m:-:y expect more freedom away
from the school environment, when in reality Some field trips may necessitate greater restrictions than those normally required in the regular
classroom. Consequently, more careful . teacher .supervision may he appropriate.
In particular, the transportation of students to and from the site
of the field trip may he a cause,of concern. Questions regarding -the -use
of school buses and other vehicles, including public transportation and
privately-owned automobiles,. have.arisen." Some schools may not, and in
-.certain cases cannot, provide transportation, thus creating problems for
teachers wishing to use the field trip as an instructional aid.
A study of teacher liability), by authors- surveying all state
Superintendents of public instruction, attorneys general, and legal officers
of the several state. education associations examined state laws and court
'cases. Its conclusi?ns were as follows:
.

'

TheAndings concerning the existence of specific state laws
. dealing ymth. teacher responsibility and liability in the matter of
field trjPs disclosed that such laws are few, in number. Only three
states -(California, Illinois, and Kentucky) had laws which could
clearly he identified in this category.
Of the court decisions concerning field trip responsibility ,
'and liability, only one case, which arose.in California, was recent
enough-to-be classified as a posithie response:-Seyeral-other states
noted either opinions of legal or administrative officers or earlier
court decisions, the relevance ofiwhich was discussed..
' Many- -comments were received from the respondents.
Most frequealy staged ras the opinion. that the legal standard of
ce-45(Inable_.care is the same on a field trip as;it_is_in_Jhe regular'
classroom. Of course, the..teacher s'hOuld exercise that'degree of
care that a normally prudent person would exercise under similar.
.circumstances. This "prudence" May' well 'mean that a higher
degree of rare would be exercised on a field, trip, Linder circumstances prevailing.in'the given situation, than would normally be
expected in the "protected environment" Of the classrboni. Thus,

the teacher is subject to no greater tort liability on a field trip
than when performing duties. in the classroom if reasonable care,:
and foresight are exercised. (DuVall and Krepel 1978: 24)
4

An earlier study of the-same state offices reported-smil:ir findings.

In addition, it noted that in many states liability insurance is available
to teachers through governmental agencies and/or membership in professional organizations (Du Vall and Krepel 1972: 648).
Because of challenges to the school district's traditional immunity from tort liabilityan immunity based on that of the king of England in 1765teachers and other school officials today may be sued and
may be held liable for injuries to pupils not only in the conduct of field
trips but at any time.' In many cases state governments have eliminated
sovereign immunity as a protective device for school districts with the
enactment of "save harmless"- -laws by approximately one-third of the
states. For example, the New York statute requires the board of education
to "indemnify all its employees against financial loss for acts of negligence

committed in the line of duty" (Wetterer: 530). Such laws differ from
state to state, some permitting and others requiring the school district
to re) burse employees who are held liable for injuries resulting from
negligence.

Liability for an accident nlity be found when negligence is involved. One criterion often used to determine negligent conduct is fore seeahility. For instance, if a reasonably prudent 'person could have foreseen

the consequences of an act or would have acted differently under the
circumstances and the teacher failed in this respect, then the latter may
have been negligent., On the other hand, a teacher is usually free of blame
if an injury is caused by an unavoidable or unforeseeable accident.
Some state statutes requite or peirriit school districts to carry
liability-insurance:-6 rieve-described a pertinent example involving. hoth-_
-.-the "save.hatioless" clause and Iiiibility insurance. In this case; a teacher
and his student passengers en route to a music festival in a school station
wagon were all killed in an accident. Subseqiient fitigatiOn revealed negligence on the part of the driver. 'Due to - .the state's "save' harrnless"
statute, the school district was held responsible for the action of the
teacher. However, the liability insurance carried by the district was insufficient to cov'et the ,enormouS claims. Consequently, the district increased the tax rate for several years to settle the claims resulting from'
the tragedy (Grieve: 86).
.

,

.

Professional organizations often provide liability insurance through
group plans ftir all members. Such coverage may be'available for a small
fee at it may be a benefit of rriFrnbershipAt may include payment of all

attorney fees and 'other costs, as well as payment of judgments within'
.
maximum limits,. depending upon the grouP contract.
.

_

..
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lo ensure scudini safety and to avoid teacheiTiiiibility,--the--fol-.-lowing areas merit special attenti9n:
1: Supervision of students. Inadequate supervision, in the event of
an injury, may be a factor in determining teacher negligence.
The court may rule that the presence of a teachei. may have
prevented the accident. Therefore, it is usually recommended
that a teacher not leave a classroom or playground unsupervised. It is expo red that teachers will provide reasonable supervision, but ihercourts do not require constant scrutiny.
1. Transporting students to and from activities away from the school
site. Some states have specific statutes authorizing school districts to provide - transportation for such activities. Some states

also allow school districts to purchase liability insurance for
transportation purposes only, an indication that districts are
( concerned about accidents while transporting students.
3. The use of privately owned automobiles for transporting students. The

teacher or owner may be found liable for injuries to students
riding in such vehicles (Howa5d: 413).
4. Permission slips. Although required for field trips, such forms
signed by a parent or guardian do not relieve teachers of respopsibility for pupils, as both Phlegar and Ho;ivard emphasized. They simply inform the parent or guardian of the trip
oiindicate parental permission for the pupil to engage in the"
educational activity_ (Phlegar: 22; Howard: 413).
The next chapter :discusses these topics in greater detail.
To conclude, then, regardless of" "save harmless" laws and liability insurance, a study of the literature reveals the :need for teachers to

''take extraprecautions while involved with students on field trips. A
consideration of the Maturity, age, and physical condition of students,
together with careful pla4ingland adequate supervision:will serve not
only to ensure reasonable care but to promote maximum student learning
and enjoyment during !hese educational activities away from school:
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CHAPTER 2
CONDUCTING FIELD TRIPS>
The foregoing,discussion olthellegal aspeCts of-field styes should

not discourage teachers from taking pupils outside the "gafe confines
of the classroom. ft was intended:to increase teacher awareness of legal
liability. Field trips are instructionally acceklle. As,previously noted',.
most boards of eduqtion appriwe of thenUasa means 'Of acquiring a
desired diversity in the educational program. Adopted bOarq pOlicies offer'
concrete .proof of this acceptability,
In addition to board policy, r,pan schopls have "s p e'c ific procedures
for conduting field trips, usually contained in the teacher's 'handbook'.
Most familiar among these procedures are tl form f or teacher
cher completion
to obtain administrative approval for rile trip atiffthepiescribed "parenial
permission- slip" provided by many districts. The existence of cornmunity
handbook or recommended lists ofplaces,siifalzle fqr class
visitation. offers further evidence of school district approval.
f.

The field trip is treated separately from those educational 'expe--riences which take place on a dak-to-day basis because it normally takes
place .outside the classroom. Teachers Often believe they have more responsibilities while conducting a field trip than when conducting a lesson
in'their regular classroom, but this belief is not true. The responsibilities
differ in kind, not in degree, from those encountered in the classroom.
Because the welfare of.the pupil.is always the principal 'concern, teachers
.are subject to la L'lilvrioe of prudence.or reasonableness in the conduct of
all their chisses. On a field trip the only difference 'is that instruction is
taking place in a less protected environment'. The following guidelines
are intended to.,help teachers prepare for and conduct field trips, safely
and in an.educatiVnally meaningful manner.
\

,

,,kniIIINISTkATIVE. SUPPORT

Discuss, in detail, any proposed field trip with the principal. The
first an most impor ant.consideration to discuss is the educational value
of the trip. Once'che Mucational justification is established, the remain-

ing details will follow -,vjth relative ease.. It Is probably a good idea to
write out objectives in order to facilitate communication with the Pr'rincipal, and later with the host and sstii'Clents. In addition, these objectives
will later lOcui' the post-trip evaluation upon desired outcomes.
.Become acquainted with school board pnlic.ies and/or administrative thocedures covering the conduct of field trips:,.,The5may 'include
such items as the determination of site acceptability, s.cheduling limitations (caused by-bus schedule requirements), and many other
Another matter toAetermine during this early 'planning stage is
the availability or 'existence' df liability insurance. This item may be.
Covered by an insura,ice policy carried by the bdard, a pOlicy carted on
the bus which includeS provision for field-mks, the teacher:s or district's'
liability contract, or the purchase of a, rider. (usually at a nominal cost)
toan- already existing insurance policy:
PLANNING THE TRIP

s

Three essential. ingredien'ts reqUired td plan any field trip:are the

f011owing: ;M.-the host, who must be involved early in the process;
(2) the pupils;. who niust he involved continuously becatise it is their
trip;'and (3) the teacher, 'who must act as a.catalytic, agent
throughout
e trip as well as
the process,- constantly .coordinating all aspects o
taking care of the myriad lbgistical details whiCh

:

Working with the Host
Hosts hal)e much to offer. It is therefore prudent to involve them
in the planning stage to benefit. from their ideas and suggestions as well
as from those of teacher and pupils. An opportunity should exist fOr host
and teacher to meet before the visit to share ideas and plfr, discussing
such matters as guide arrangements4 safety rules and regulations, use of
cameras, food and drink regulations, and provisions for handicapped students. 11* teacher may also wish to invite the host to visit the classroom
for planning the trip, or as part of the followup activities.
It is suggested that the teacher make the initial contmt with ehe
host. Although pupil involvement in planning is certainly recommended,
the 'initial ebncact should be entrusted to someone who can make commitments for the group, and usually that person is the teacher. It is well
to have several possible,,dates available,_in_the---event. that the first suggested date is not acceptable_ to the host. If the class is to visit several
sites on the same trip, then it will be. necessary to work out logistical
problems in cooperation with: the several hosts, including a tentative
timetable
taking into account driving or walking distances, traffic con.
ditions, and other details.

.

.

Consider the provisiuns for raking handicapped "pupils in the
rout,* on field trip. Rather than exclude a handicapped pupil, plan the
trip with this
needs pupil in mind. The requirements to be met
by host institutions will vary with the ,type of handicapping condition
to be served. For instance., students in.wheelchairs requite ramps. If they-,
are not available at a trip site; then schedule an alternative lo6.tion. In 0
many cases the parent will be happy to accompany., the child and .to
provide any needed assistance.
"...f7Vier the planningvisit, confirm in'writin to the host the day,
date, and time of the trip, and any other necessar details. Such a letter
reassures the host of teacher interescaq provides- teacher and students
an opportunity to ...ask additional' questions. It, also guards aafns't the

possibility of the group walkiiig in and saying; "Surprise! We're'
chefe!!!"

,Pupfl-Teacheir Planning
Schedule adequate planningsessions.with pupils so that they may
active participants in ;this, educational activity. While working with
the host, invo0e the class. Encourage students to collecradditionaVdata
prior tb the trip and to formulate questidns to be answere d a ,, thii

The group may choose cause audiovisual aids such as slides anc videotapes
to aid these planning efforts. Special reports and class-conducte research

may be part of the process. Other decisions directly concerning pupils
are those related to pictures and the use of cameras, note-taking yroce(lures (e.g., different teams might share the responsibility for an rain of
expertise), and safety 'precautions.

In other words, involve the class in all-decisions not in chnflict
with the safety .or overall scheduling requirements of the trip.
Such de,
cisions should also be consistent with board policy, school procedUrevand
sound pedagogical practice, since the final responsibility for the success
or failure of this educational activity is and must be the teacher's.
Table 1 presents a schema for instructional organization And class
involvement, an educational process which may be accomplished in a
.

TABLE 1

Comparison of ThreeOrganized Patterns of Instruction"
Teacher Role.
TEACHER- (a) Select's the
ORIENTED
problem,
objectives,
and concepts.,.

(b) Directs
student

Student Role
VollOws-

Possible
Possible
Advantages
Disadvantages
(a) More detailed (a) Range of
observations
possible

directions and
records data
suggested by

and data
gathering
personally. /
(c) Assigns
responsibil-

teacher selects
ideal
specimens foe

and

conclusin.is.

ities fits/ '
completion of
tasks:.
"..:..itecoldiog to
knOWIedge of

differences,.

limited
largely to

because

teacher.
.,(b) An'alyzes data

observat ion,

observation

teacher's

ability to
.

.

and error of
learning
eliminated.

select items.

(b) Little
opportunity

study.
(b) MLR% of trial

:

for' students
to select .'
relevanrt
. objects and
information.
and reject
irrelevancies.

More efficient
froM
standpoint (If
rime and
amount of
(c) Large 'pupil
material
teacher ratio.
covered.
(d) Spontaneous
(c) More enticepts
,and
;"teyeakti in
unplanned
sequential
learnjng Tess
fashion;
tit
occur..
ic
.
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moi'xit/Teacher

Role

Possible /
Disadvantages

Possible
Advantages

Student Role

'D (a) Selects
(a) Selects and
important
observes
characteristics
appropriate

a

for

observation by
constructing a
data sheet.
(b) Divides the
class into *,
small groups
and
-vstablisKes
phys'ical

boundaties fix
investigation.
(c) Anticipates
learning,

harriers and

attempts to
prepare the
students in

;

(a) Students may (a) Students may
cooperatively
not s'crect the
solve problem
best specimen
specimens liar
and benefit
examples for
observation.
fnim varied
examination.
(b).Records data.
abilities of
(b) Students may
(c) Demonstratc:s
group
encounter
maturity and
members.
problems
self-discipline (b) Students may
which the
i
inket i ng
work 'at their
teacher is
designated
own pace.
unable to
task.
N.(c) The teachers
assist in
can.provide
solving.
more
(c) Some students
individual
may not
attention- in
function well
identifying
and soMng
directed
student
learning
problems.
situations.
.

classroom for
solving
problem and
meeting
objective.
(d) Circulates
among groups
and facilitates
learning.

/`

STUDENT- (a) Establishes,
(a) Clarifies task, (a) Provides for
(a) Effectiveness
ORIENTED
boundaries of
establishes a
maximum
is dependent
time,
plan for
application of
upon the
location, and
problem
creative
ability and
student
solution and
thinking and
motivation of
.

.

behavior.
(ti) Motivates

meets human-

group
the. group
interaction
involvement
participants:
students and
situations that
situatioiis.c
(b) Difficult- to
presents
(b) Students can
may hinder
execute if all
preparation
group
pursue aspects
students arc
and follow-up
effectiveness.
of theexpected to
activities-.
(h) Plans tai
probleM
adopt this
communicate
which interest
pattern
Findings to
them.
rapidly.

.
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number of ways. The schema outlines three possible approaches ranging
from strongly teacher-oriented to fully student-,priented (Knapp: 27). The
be used is decisidn to be made by the teacher directly
approach
isivolved iri'che'field trip.
rt student telichet; May alsO be a member. of the "instructional
.team." If this is- the' case, he/she should,, participate in planning from

he beginning. In fact, the supervising teacher, although ultimately 14'eiponsible, may assign much of the planning to the student teacher, in
)1-der to provide experience in this area of instruction. For detailed pro:edures of student reacher involvement with field trip planning and exx:ution, see the article "Field Trips and the Seco3Yd14 Student Teacher"
in The Teacher Educator (Krepel: 27-30).

Teacher Responsibilities
The teacher should know exactly. what educational benefits are
available to pupils from a visit to a particular organization or site. In
ether words, it is the teacher's professional and ethical responsibility to
se sure that the trip will be a wise expenditure of valuable claSs.rime.
While previewing the site and discussing the forthcoming visit
with _the host, it may be helpful to take notes. Suck note's may take forms
ither than the traditional pad-and-pencil-type. One very effective way to
Lid recall is by taking slides or snapshots. Slides are recommended because

hey can he easily used with the entire class. Prints, if needed, can then
ie made from slides at a relatively low cost. Another form of note-takin
s thrOugh the Jetse of the video transcription recorder (VTR), a meth
which has been used with success for this purpose (DuVall: 279-80).
The following is a list of teacher responsibilities during prelimnary planning.
Inform
the host of the.educational objectives. Write, orca we
.
students write, a lettercontaining specific questions.
.

.

,

Discuss time. limitations with the host. These constraints may
occur because of the nature of the tour, bus availability, school
schedule; and other planned visits.
3. Identify potential. dangers (see "Safety").

4. Note special clothing requirements. This problem May be-tied
in with the existence of Potential. dangers. OneexiunpleRs.'the.
wearing of loose, sloppy C'Iothing.Wlien
visiting tt.plant con,

taining moving machinery in which clothing May become
entangled:::

5. :Check regulations concerning food and dria. On a trip taken.
several years ago by cone 'of. the authors when the, host announced that the canteen was available td the class to pUrchase

soft drinks and candy, the tour immediately lost much of its

educational value as students became more interested in mak-

ing .purchases than in' the host's presentation. 10 avoid this
problem., schedule a "rest break" which may include a canteen stop. Fatigue may be more of a factor on a field trip than
in the classroom; therefore such breaks are necessary.
Arrange for restroom 'stops. Public accommodations are usually best; a telephone call to the park department will confirm
their availability. Because some park restrooms may he closed

at various times of the day or during certain seasons, this
procedure is strongly' recommended. If public facilities are not
available, the teacher may be able, to make arrangements with
a host. In such cases, an examination of restroom facilities is
advisable, .both for cleanliness and for a check on scheduling.
For example, the scheduling of a student restroom break at

the same time as the plant coffee break would greatly
inconvenience both students and workers. A little attention
to the plant schedule can avoid this type of situation. As a
final resort, the tea er may be able to make arrangements
with one or more asoline service station operators along the
route. Keep in m nd that not all service station proprietors
view the descent o busload of eager pupils upon their restrooms as a blessing. For this reason it is a good idea ta make
prior arrangements.
7. Check to determine if the host. has more than one group scheduled fora visit: at the same time.- Such planning is the host's
prerogatiye. lithe hogt schedules, inore than one'gro , howstudents are sometimes more interested in
ing with
ever,

their peers frorniither schools"- than in the conduc of.their
us own trip. Stag,gered scheduling can avoid many potential
'problem's of this nature.

Considr theneceisity of eating meals on a long trip. ,If the

re

grodp decides to carry sack, lunches; suggest to parents thatstudents nor' bring along easily spoiled foods unless, facilities'
for refrigeration. ate hvailable...COoling facilities will' be necessary for milk, for example. (One or two portable ice chests
will usually suffice.) To avoid the possibility of :pset stomwater or d'bland drink for milk. n addition,
severfirlarge-brawaprocery bags are useftil- for disposing of
garbage and for pupils who-becdrrie.:bas sick.

9. Be sure.to have a first aid kit available on the trip, and to be

acquainted with the basic principles of first aid. If the group
is going, into a re tor) known to be inhabited by poisonous
snakes. then alsoiftZtde a snakebite kit, While_thedanger
of snakes is remote in certain parts of the country, it can be
a reality in others. Indeed, California law covering field trips
contains a provision requiring that snakebite kits he taken on
all such trips.
Safety

The practice of prior planning cannot be overemphasized when
safety is involved. Teacher-pupil planning can help students understand
that their safety is of t tts 'most importance not only to the teacher, but
also to themselves". A few i ustrations will explain this concern, and at
the same time suggest appropriate methods for handlings it.
Although teachers are responsible for the accounting of` pupils;
a method of accompliShing this accounting may be a matter for group

.

planning. First, the teacher should stress 'the importance of pupils staying,
together. Then, the class may consider the buddy system or proceeding

as an intact group. In the buddy system each person has a partner and
the two students stay together throughout the trip. For. case of checking,
pupils may wish to have assigned seats On the bus, and for fairness they
should alternate window seats on a Predetermined schedule. It is advisable
that partners be of the same sex so that, for safety reasons, they may go

to the restroom together.
....,..,
Discuss.frankly with students the proper way to,handle advances
from deviates in public restrooms. Do not ignore the problem;..rather-,:,
,
discuss it_in the nonthreatening atmosphere of the classroom prior to
,
departure; One'method- of controlling potential prOblems4s to'Stress that

,

:-

pupils never go to restrooms alone, only with their "buddy." Instruct
students. not to talk to strangers, and to withdraw immediately from the
rgiroom if apprOached.by an: UnfaMiliar..person reporting such behavior
to the adult in charge.
..,
During the conduct of the tour at the host institution it may he
advantageous to subdiVide theclass into smaller groups. Previously as:signed groups- (by color.code,.typelof hat worn, or numbers such.asoddeven or 1-10, 11.a20, and 21 pluil make this a simple matter on sire.
,/
With younger pupils, it may be adyisable to have even closer control .
than with older ones. One method, uses a clothesline knOtied evety.three
feet with a knot assigned to each' child. Thus it is possible to have 25
.

,.;..

.

children_following one leader with little difficulty and a trtaxirnum, of
control.

Another ion; ern rs irussin}; streets The teacher 111.i), MOO; trr,isk
help from the local pulite or si hoot crossiny guards.
TrAtI/ stiCitri
pupils to help with this most important tail.: It
stain not Writ' to
protess the regtitst
.irrange schedules. the local polite ,ire normally
most tooperat INT In fie 141 rt ipS
fed by the authors the local polict
,.tssisted many times lit one instance,
Oitlt tt 55 AS
tit .1i.
1 he !tip (let otliir trips patrol tars and officers lot.ttcrl
difficult trussing %Itt,..1."0.1\tUki th t.c.1011:r the ours retitortment opposed
was to proside the p;;Ine cl.,:partment an atilt:fa%
of tr;i:
approximate tone the
.1

In planning walking trips, use sidt.'1,1.11LS
r tt
LAto
if this means raking less .hrs'ir route Potential dansers w
walking
include parking lot entrances to ..,..q,ermarkets and shopping. pla-ias1,0.1;..; and entrances ti' alleys and prisatc gar.te,cs and drweway,
It the walking trip requires trussing private property, such as going into
field for minify study, ht' sure to obtain written permission from the
owner Prior to the trip, go over the route spec niially lookii4; for lsogs.
hazardous precipites, and other natural dangers
The use of buses or other forms of public transportation entoill.
passes another set of safety factors.. Choose a, redetermined place for
boarding and disembarking from a bus; .Special bus parking can be arranged at the site, In many cases the host will take ce of-these arrange.
.
:tient*. while in others .the teacher may wish to contact the local police
deparrment to have parking space reserved On'the street: Often the pohit
will place Nis Parking,signs along the curb or cover parking meters %Nett
in adv.ince of the arrival of the bus.
A matter of special concern in the use 'tit bus tranS)sorration is the
different pattern of satety behavior required by' pupils'When using public
transportation, Most 'states require alktrallic to halt when students board
or lravea schoOl.bus. In no case. is traffic required 'ro half shen rhey use
public transportation. Thus the teachtr will have to instruct childreWin
'tan entirely ditterent pattem.sif belrivioral-lespolises when using public ,.
transportation,
'the rise of ss:huol cx public transpttittatton is recommended for
field trips: Insunini.ecoverage
requirements for both
school and, public buses are designed to ensues.. sale transportation for
large numbers of persons, It is 'difficult to determine the4appropriate
, ainaint Of liability insurance cuverage:ri.quirt:d hir.Privattiy ()Wled ve-

hides used in field trip transportation. In addition, drivers:of privately
owned vehicles seldom have the type of driver's license required to transport. pupils on such trips. Both of these factors are potential' sources of -difficulty.
Encourage students to develop basic rules of conduct. to follow
during the field trip. 'By means*olteacher-pupil planning, the class can
consider all aspects of discipline problems_, and determine acceptable
_modes of behaVior.- These rules should encompass school board policies
and'building procedures, as well as any safety precautions which the host

institution expects to he observed. After the teacher explains the con[mints under which the group will be operating, it. ist the students'
*responsibility to determine- the course of action desired: operating within
these-i5nstraints. As with most aspects of group planning, the decisions
reached may require compromises.,
The safety precautions to he observed on the site of the visii are
usually well defined by the host. (If the host.does-not broach the subject

during the pre-visit, the teacher should bring it up.) The nature of theSite. may well determine such factors as the type of clothing worn and
the size of the group.. For, example, if the sire has a large number of
machines, the host may forbid the wearing of loose, flowing clothing.
This rule might prevent pupils from dressing in shawl-type sweaters,
neckties, loose shirts and blouses. Cettain types of shoes,. such as those
with extremely high heels or platform sole's, may constitute another safety
hazard. The host may also wish tti have students subdivided into smaller

groups for the tour. In such cases, the teacher should arrange for additional adult supervisory help so that each student group Will ,be accom'milled by one adult from the school as well as the hOst's guide. These
panied
aides should be involved in the training and planning sessions well in
advance of the trip.
If we appear to have, overemphasized safety, we believe this con4in is warrant-ed. We have cited specific examples of safety precautions
not because greater degree of caution must he exercised on the field

trip than in the .regular classroom, but rather to point out the kind of
precautions to be taken. The classroom atmosphere is moire familiar than

that encountered on the field trip. One might argue that in the'normal
classroom the precautions necessary-to ensure against a pupil being hit
by a truck areminimal while on the' field trip the danger -is more real'
;and present. But if a teacher removes aifudent from the classroom because
of unacceptable- behavior, requiring heUhim to stand onsupervied in the

hall:- there may he a risk of which the teacher. is not aware. In other

words, whether in the classroom or outside of it, during the school day
it is the teacher's responsibility to rake adequate precautions to ensure
the safety of students.

Supervisory Assistance
Additional Isupervisory helpers may-include teacher aides, parents,
other teachers (particularly resource teachers whose specialty may he in-

volved), the principal, or members of the custodial staff. The number
and type of such hefperS needed depend upon. the nature of the field trip.
In many cases the host may make suggestions or may supply additional
supervisory assistance on the site. But the' provision of adequate superisory help is the tea her's responsibility. Common sense 'is a guide in
-this matter: As previt sly mentioned, one adult supervisor should ac-

company each subgrou on the-entire trip.
Be sure that the additional supervisors 'receive adequate'rraining,

as necessary, to familia ize them with the educational objectives and
implementation of the r \ip. One way to a&qmplish this is to involve
theM 'in, the entire plannMg process. Such iM,'.olvement will give them
a sense of their value in the undertaking; it -will also accustom students
to their presence.and rorti(pation in all phases of the trip.

P \ental Permision
The permission slip air consent form is a statement that the pupil
(specified by name) has permission from a parent or guardian to. participate- in the field trip. (See th "sample forth at the end of this chapter.)
In addition to giving specifics f the trip, the form should contain the
name and telephone number of the person to contact in the event of an
emergency, as well as permissio i for emergency medical treatment. It
should also include directions fro the parent tor guardian regarding thy
use of any necessary prescription (1\ gs. While the need for this last, type
of information seldom- develops, i gives a sense of security to have it
available. Therefore we recommend that the teacher carry the permission
slips on the trip. Finally, the form hould contain a space for the parent
or guardian's signature and the date.
A permission slip signed by parent or guardian should be re.quired of each student fOr.each field t ip. No pupil should be permitted

to participate in a field trip unless a signed permission slip is in the
teacher's possession before leaVing the hoot building at the time of the
trip. Verbalauthorizacionby telepho c or in person should never be
accepted. Although the signed form in n way relieves the teacher of any
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responsibility for the student while on the trip, it is important because
it is a way of ensuring ihat the parent is aware that the student will be
away from the school at the time designated and will be at the place(s)
indicated.
The permission-slip should be accompanied by a cover' letter ex-:

plaining to parents the nature of the field tripits educational purpose,
the complete itinerary (including approximate times for arrival and departure from eaCh site), any .costs involved, clothing and special requirements, and a suggestion concerning the amount of spending money (based
on a group decision made during the teacher-pupil planning).
If the pevission statement is appended to the desCriPtive letter,
students should detach it and return it to the teacher. Parents may retain

the cover letter for information purposes. ,The signed permission slip
assures the teacher (insofar as it is practically possible) that the trip
information is in the hands of the ;,Arent. It says that the parent, in
effect, approves of the educational purposes and supports this venture.
The courts haVe viewed the use of a signed permission slip as one example

of the teacher's exercise of sound judgment and competence, but not as
a waiver of responsibility..
Some students may not receive permission from their parents to
accompany the group on the field trip; others may forget their signed
slips. These students should:Jan be a. e'rrnitted to make the trip; they
should he left behind with another teacher. As mentioned before, under
no circumstances should the teacher accept verbal permission or authorization. If a large number of students must be left behind, then consider
requesting the services of it substitute teacher or cancelling the trip because of lack of interest.
THE TRIP

The trip should be rewarding to all participants. The planning
that involved host, pupils, teacher, and supervisory assistants should now
result .in a meaningful educational experience based upon the originally

stated objectives. On the day of the trip final details include checking
the list .of participants prior to deparrure,'reminding students of the rules
of conduct previously agreed upon, andconducting an inventory of food
and equipment. Also, he sure to have the school's telephone.number
readily available. After reaching the site, the host becomes responsible
for the tour itself. But the teacher must be available to help when nttessary and to keep the tour on schedule.
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During the trip students should have the opportunity to ask questions and make notes, and, when appropriate, to take pictures and obtain
brochures or literature, Notes taken by means Of a portable audio or video
tape recorder will assist the followup classroom discussion.
In the event of an emergency during the trip, the advance preparations will prove invaluableespecially the permission-slips with emer-

gency instructions, the first aid kit, the prescriptive drug information,
and the extra aides.

At the end of each visit while still at the site, we recommend a
session for questions, answers, and discussion. At this rime the host can

offer final explanations and clarifications. Finally, this is also the time
for the group to express appreciation and personal thanks for the host's
contributions.

,FoLLorup ACTIVITIES
Upon returning to school, teachers have an opportunity to reinforce the learniiv .experience of the field trip by .means of followup activities. Among the many different forms of such activities are the following:
1.

Discussions. The reacher may initiate a discussion of the sites

visited on the bus as the pupil's travel from one site to the

next, or on the return' trip following the last visit. On a
walking trip, the discussion may take place on site as well as
while walking between sites.
Cameras. Instant types, in particular, will enhance immediate

discussion activities. Subsoyuent sharing of pictures from
other cameras will help recall the experiences of the trip over
the next several weeks. To aid this sharing pupils can post
their snapshots on the bulletin board where these mementos
of the trip will stimulate spontaneous discussion.
Video tape recorders ( VTR). If he teacher has used the VTR

unit to record the trip in ad
the trip, he/she may replay

ce, or has taken it along on
e .tape for reinforcement. An

interesting activity is to mpare snapshots taken by students
with the VTR pictures r illustrate what teacher and students
viewed as important.
4. Formal writing assignments.Students may choose the sire or
activity which most impressed them and write a brief descrip29
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(ion Of it.Then they select several of these papers to include
with the thank you letter to the host.
S.

Bil lIrtin ImarrIllisphos. Using the most interesting.,memorabilia

acquired in the course of She tripincluding brochures and
other materials provided by the hoStsuch displays are useful
learning activities. If, as occasionally happens, a student ".acquires" a souvenir of value to the host, teacher and student
should return the "souvenir'' with apPropriate apologies.
Such an incident can serve as an opportunity for teaching.
values concerning the property rights of others.

6. Thank you letters. This is another opportunity for the class to
engage in a useful wriiing activity. All'pupils need.not write
letters; but if thep;do, send only the best ones to the host.

EVALUATING THE TRIP
The final step of the field trip is an honest appraisal of its educational value, whch includes a listing of strengths; weaknesses, and
suggestions for improvement, The evaluation should be based on the
educational objectives forniurated during the planning stage. These ubjdtives provide an. excellent means of judging the effectiveness of the
_experience: Questions that -may be asked include the following:

Did the trip accomplish its objectives?
Were all pupil questions answered?
Was additional unanticipated information gained?
If I knew then what I kni;w now, would I take the same trip
again?

It is hoped that the answers to such questions will he yes. If not, then
one more question should be asked:
.

What could I have done to make the field trip asuccess?
Consider any suggested improvements before initiating the next trip.
A written evaluation of the field ;trip should become. part of the
teacher's instructional tile. It should be shared with students (who helped
prepare' for the trip), with the host .(who helped plan it), and with the
'.building principal (who initially -approved it). If-changes are necessary,
the evaluation 'will indicate the improvements -needed for future trips.

.Hottest evaluations will lead to improved trips and ultimately to improved education.

CHECKLIST

NI) SAAIP,LE 'FORM

Final ly,, amidst all the "shahs" and 'shills nuts,": remember
that the field trip is.
educational experience, It provides an opportunity
fir firsthand, th,glEr than vicarious, learning.
Teachenfe, administrators, mid hoards of education have developed

numerous checklists to help make triPs true learning experiences. Any
such listwith variation. made to suit individual' needs may help avoid
unnecessary problems an

elgs, The fifflowing checklist and sample

consent form are presented or iktformation purposes. 'Teachers hay reproduce them without seeking release from the copyright holder.

FIELD TRIP CHECKLIST
Educational Objectives identified
Tentative date set
Administrative approval obtained
Host contacted
Preview site visit by teacher
Discussion with host and pOpils concerning
Haft

Pupils

Item

Educational objectives
Safety rules

Pupil conduct
Use of cameras, VTR, etc.
Food and drink regulations
Special clothing.
Guide arrangements and authority
Provision for handicapped pupils

Confirmation letter to host
Confirmation letter received from host
Supervisory helpers identified
Restroom reservations completed
Eating arrangements completed
Bus arrangements completed
Insurance clearance. completed
Route cleared (police assistance as needed)
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( over letter to pitrent'cont ants,

- Purpose
--- Itinerary

-__ Emil* provisions
Special clothes reqiiired

(Omen' form ontains:
1)ate of trip
Departure time
Return time

_

Host. intrmation

_ Cost

preferred physician
Prescription drug information

_ Other medical information
_ Emergency telephone numbers
...... Emergency medical aid release

Mode of travel

Space fir signature and date

_ Consent slips returned (all signed)

_ Money collected"
Advance admissions and bus paid
_,Supervisory helpers trained
Provision made for nonparticipating pupils
Cafeteria informed (fewer pupils eating)
L.. Other teachers informed (schedule changes)
Class rosters prepared and distributed
Principal clear on arrangements
_ Bags for garbage and illness
First aid kit
Take trip and enjoy day
Followup activities'
_ Evaluation Completed

FIELD TRIP CONSENT FORM
(name of pupil)

has my permission to participate. in a field trip under

the supervision and direction of (name of teacher) on the following
4e(s) ( fill in appropriately) . The pupils will' be leaving the school
bUilding at approximately (time) and will return at approximately
(time) . The pUpils will be traveling by
(mode) . During thiS educational field trip the pupils will visit (list all sites) . The total cost
of this field trip will be (amount) per pupil of which you are respon-

sible for providing_

(amount)

Signature of parent or guardian

Date
32

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Preferred physit,iin's wine and telephone number:

Prescription

tiligs:

t.

Other medi(iti information:
I1. home' ulephotte numlwr,
a*

My business, telVphOlW 1111111ber:

Name and telephone numbt1r of person to contact in the event I cannot
he reached'

EMERGENCY TREATMENT RELEASE
As it parent or guardian, I authorize the treatment of the person named
above by a citiali r) led and licensed medical doctor in the event of a medical

emergency. T cis authority is granted only after a reasonable effort has
been made to reach me. I agree to assume responsibility fOr expenses
incurred in the handling of this emergency
Signature

Date

REFERENCES
Duval!, .Charles R. "Video Transcription and the Field Trip." Social ,Education 38:.279
80; March 1974.
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Science and Children, 8:26-28; September 1970.

Krepel, Wayne J. "Field Trips and the Secondary, Student. Teacher." Teacher Educator
8:27-30; Autumn 1972.
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CHAPTE4 3
inEASANO S7 RATTGlES
Tl

idea of utilizing community resources Ibr,instructionaf purpses is, not new. Long betOre society developed a system of formalized
education, the community was the sole stance of education,' ,with each
family responsible fOr rearing its chile ren within the tribal pattern, Fathers taught their sons. to hunt and sh and care for the family, while
mothers aught their daughters to perform the many household tasks so
essential fhr survival. Operating within this system the entire tribe or
social unit also assumed some degree of responsibility : for the training
and rearing of the young. Thus the survival of the.trihe depended upon
the total .se of community resources in the educational process. Even
today, softie .primitive cultures follow these basic educational patterns.
With increasing social complexity and interdependence, much of
the respovsibility for educating or training the young has. been delegated
to Institutional agencies. Today the school is the agency charged with
tie ma)or :esponsibility for this task. Beginning in; the home with pre-.
school exl eriences, the educational process continues with kindergarten,
elementary, junior high or middle school, senior high school, college,
trade school, 'and various forms of adult education. These institutions are
creations of the society they serve, designed to pelpetuate the society.,

USING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Over the years, an artificial separation has grown up between the
schools and the communky (society). The expression, used by both teachers

tnd parents, "Wait until you get out into the. 'real world' and find out what

it's really l;ke" best illustrates this gap. Communication exists, but it
needs reirforment. The field trip is one method of strengthening the
existing ties between the community and the school program.
T-xibooks and other teaching materials often treat'historical and
social events and ideas in such a way that pupils cannot relate them to
their own experiences. Students need examples from personal experiences
to "elate the issues and processes of the classroom instructional program
CC :heir day-to-lives as they are living them. They need concrete evidence
that. texts and materials are relevant and of,value. They need rocome to

know that all persons are products of their past---of their traditions,
customs, values, and social mores. They need to become aware of the
34

influences of ancestors and of those who are presently shaping lifestyles,
Thus the teacher's job becomes one of relating the community--local
and world,---to what is happening both inside and outside the classrooto,

The field trip offers a unique educational opportunity to demonstrate, in
a canticle manner, the relationship between trlw,school and the "outside
world," It lwlps to make education a relevaira process within (hi-Amain,'
stream of the community and 411 integral parr of the lives of all persons,

Locating Community Resources
In order, to use conummiry resources Ihr field trips effectively and
to have knowledgeable ivrsons visit the classroom, the teacher must he
able to locate these resources and match them to the needs of the instnwdonut program, Several methods are possible, Individual teacher) may
compile their own resource lists, Schools or school districts may choose
to maintain common lists, Teachers enrolled in certain workshops may,'
develop area-wide lists as a cooperative venture within these programs, /
We recommend that teachers withi a school I' ifiding or within
an entire school district pool their efinrts and cr
c type of common
listing. One result .of such planned cooperation is to present the educational program to.thip community as united rather than fragmented' in
Ants to use local resources. Another advantage was discovered by a
school district'that placed all the
resources available to it on the computer.
.
Revision of the list was much easier and changes were possible almost

"'instantaneously (DuVall and Trues: 102-6)
SUBJECT-ORIENTED TRIPS
The following descriptions of teachers' ideas and examples of
field trips have been drawn from the available literature. The suggestioni are presented to share the ideas of others. The listing is merely
illustrative; it is certainly not intended to be comprehensive. The only
limitation on the nUtnber and variety of field-trips is that imposed by
the innovative practices of the classroom teacher.
As indicated earlier, field trips should bring about a renewed and

continuing interest in moving the school and the commdnik closer together in their shared goal of better eduCation. These divers ,activities
should therefore result in 'more meaningful experiences for students enrolled in the educational progratri.
An organizational device to help,pnpils become acquainted. with

the r6ute they will be traveling on a field trip is the trip board. This
instrument can be tailored for any type of trip, from walking to long
35
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distance travel, and it k an 1w adapted for almost any,grade level or subject
tauter. Zeit?. described it as a device that helps define the runty 1111t1
Willi of the trip, It consists of one or more maps, pertinent iltleSt11111S
concerning Math site, space Inv illustrations (art), and extra space for

doodliiiR on the return trip, Olie inoP, usually adapttd from a highway
of city street map, gives the main rook., Other maps may he of particular
sites visited such us a Fitctory or specific section(s) of a museum or an
aquarium, Questions nilitted to the situ may 1w inducted on the same
page with the map or !listed on separate pages. All pages are then stapled
to a piece of heavy cardboard to give the student a hard surface on which'

to writeipertinent observations and answers to specific questions. Extra
sheets should always be included Int additional notes or doodling on the
way home (Zeitz; 7?, 71).

Art
Although crafts compete tin considerable art time in the elementary classroom, painting and sketching can provide an exciting series of
experiences that often result in an interesting product to take home, to
show, and to explain. A good example is a field trip used as an introductory activity to the teaching of art. In this Case a fourth grade teacher,
reported taking q0 students, accompanied by several other teachers, student teachers, and Other 'supervisors, to a park:on the outskirts of the
city where the adults condUcted some of the children on small group
tours of a Farmhouse, an adjacent summer kitchen, and a smokehouse.
While the small groups were 'on their tours,'other students sketched what
they saw. The next day, after returning to school, the children were asked
to sketch what they remembered and to enliven their drawings by adding
dogs, cats, chickens, and cows to the scenes. In..addition to working from
memory, children referred to the sketches made on the field trip. The

art work was extended further by introducing students to the use of
tempera. paint; applied with either brush or sponge (Lyon: 33).

Vukelich reported an innovative use of the field trip for young
children. She took her group of preschoolers to a local ceramics laboratory

where they made plaster of paris casts of their own hands; The most
important feature of the visit was the children's use of several cameras
to film the entire event. The children's pictures gave an added dimension
to their experience, providing a different view of the trip and permitting.,

many interesting followup activities, both from the perspective of clay
modeling and plaster hand casts (Vukelich:. 384-8.6).
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A group of secondary art students made a trip to sugar hush
locations near Potsdam, New York, The students had planned the trip
for some Woe, but because of the often-changing climatic conditions in
the north country they were able to select a date only one day in advance.
Since this was an art class, consisting of watercolorists and photographers,

part of the preparations revolved around students' individual projects,
including their observations and their ability to adapt their projects to
the field trip sire. During the trip some students were able to complete
several paintings as well as thumbnail sketches, while others were not so
productive. Thus individual differences in skill and motivation were most
apparent as a result of this experience (Smith: 19).

Career Education
Immediately t011owing the closing of school on Memorial Day,

a group of agricultural students spent tour days touring the state' of
Oklahoma visiting farms, plants, and companies. Since the main-purpose
was to familiarize participants with specific careers, students were able
to talk-With persons actually doing the jobs in which they had a particular
interest. In addition to-achieving its main objective, the trip had supplementary values. Among these, it created unity among the FFA (Future
Farmers of America) ch'apter members, who engaged in. cooperative planning, .fundraising, and Organizing (Applegate and Hampton: 278-79).
One of-the most frequently leveled criticisms of career education

is that it tends to be slanted toward the trades and the most popular
professions giving little attention to the-college work needed to prepare
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111 objective was to develop their understanding and use ol language,
Before this first overnight trill, students inarkecl the tome, Inc hiding all
their rest and observation stops, on a state map to reintoyce their map.

reading skills. Immediately tter returning from the trip, they began
preparations tier their winter excursion. In February the "snow trip"
used till, same cabin as in the fall, but for five days. Again, the preplanning paid off. No accidents occurrecl. few problems developed, and students had a valuable language learning experience. While Bennion's
activity dealt with the handicapped, it certainly is applicable to all pupils,
just as most okthe field trips described in this publication are equally
applicable to all special needs. pupils (Bennion: "0-7 h

Home Economics
For the home economics teacher a field trip to a museum can be
a source of many creative experiences for a'class. Museum displays can
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Teachers who wish to..introchice and reinforce concepts of mass
production intimation, assembly-line techniques. interchangeable parts;.
econveyor.ystems. quality control. and plant layout. and to olnerve workers'perfOrming tasks and machine tools in operation. should consider a
trip to the appropriate site. Other possibilities to consider include visits
to bridge construction sites, open pit mines (fir removal of raw material),
and new buildings under construction locally. Teachers of woodworking
might find 'a furniture company, a toy company, or a packing company

of interest. braltiniclasses might consider visits to a bkieprinting and
enlarging operation, an architect's facility, a. mapmaker, or the county :
surveyor's ofr.ce (Muller: 27-29).
Language Arts/English
Combining the instructional areas of reading, language arts, and
%ciente into a field trip. i...iiCinterclisciplinary approach char should tx
considered.: Olson repotted such an example, including the steps taken
to involve students in planning and developing their own instructional
program.- IQ this case fifth graders Made an'all-day trip to the Indiana.,.
pones to-olisere evoltni.on in. action as exemplified at the lakeshore. It
was the culmination of several shorter walkitig trips in which pupils.--.
developed their observational and note-taking skills. Preparations began
in the. fall with a leading exercise, a teacher-written story, "NatUre's
Tityke Machine." which explained the evolution of natural communities
and described how northward movement-of the lakeshore has left -a sequence of examples of each stagein this process. 'As pupils Used the story

to plan an outline of what to look for on their trip, their reading. skills
developed. They also 4istened to weather fotecasts and learned to evaluate
what they heard,AOr if-inclement weather appeared imminent, they must

reschedule the trip, Before starting on any 'park trails, students had to
identify their objective and their own position on theirmap. Therefore
,,theysleveloped mapteading skills as they learned to use the niaple; a
guiS4e in the park. When students have had the opportunity to work
together, as in this experience. fitigue. attention. spat!, and group bc/
havior become less troublesome. Beginning' with short trips, gradually
increasing in length, the teacher can estimate the endurance level olthe
class In additiOn, bothteacher and stu- dents can develop
many change;iitzrAce activities to hell --ease-the endurance level (Olson: 26 -28).
bed
3i: field trips in the high .school. where courses fare departmenratli
can present many problems. One department solved this
dilemma for the school. by creating a course called "Field Trips" which
.

ell

I

was taught by members, of the English faculty. Interdksciplinary in nature, the' course required'research on a variety of topics y each student.
It stressed. the interrelatedness of the .School progran and its many
courses, and established.and'strengthencd these relationships by the trips
,taken. Not only was the entire faculty aware of the trips a d the days on
which their schedules would be changed, 'but the students ere also aware

of their responsibility to "keep up" with their course wi rk in classes
missed while raking the trips (Workman: 283-85)
Mathematics
The final' rerriinder from any teacher to student 3, eakkng a field .
trip should be "Take along your meters:" In other words, ea b youngster should lit. equipped with a meter measuring strip. Ropa -uggested.
that "the basic item is self-adhesiVe 'paper or vinyl whiCh is. g ire inex
pensive.' .. . . Most brands have a measurement grid on the backing paper
to aid in cutting meter strips of equal. width. Cut enough strips\ so each
pupil has One. Do not remove The backing paper:" (Or teacherS; might
prefer ,to make measuring strips from heaVy cord or clothesline.) As
trip .progressed students first estimated 'different objects

"shorter than-a meter," "longer than a meter," or "exactly one meter." Then they confirmed these. estimates by measuring. Ten volunteers. holding their meters end to end, became one dekameter, In the
park the hectometer became a reality, followed by shouts of -Let's nit..-.
ure a kilometer!" And so the learning progressed, without using conVersions, but actually experiencing the metric measuring system (Rana:
78-79).
.

.
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WeSsinger described a program she developed in Honolulu Whi6
involved working cooperatively with. the high school band director. Her

kindergarteakTUpils had been learning the rudiments of sound and
through this developmental process had "discovered" the different

sounds made by.the various musical. instruments,. :Beginning their study,
with noise and variations of audiostimulation around the home, (traffic \
noises, babies crying. 'doors- slammming), they progressed to the coneepril

that vibrations produce sound. Next they learned alxiut vocal chords., \
both their own and others, and the way. in which sound is produced.
Then they created their own,simple musical instruments (stringed boxes.
primitive tom-toms. water- filled glasses, rubbed sticks), after Which. they'
,
formed their own band and realized that they needed a 'conductor to keep

'

them together. This situation led to the field trip in which each child
had the opportunity to lead the high school band in practice. First they
lined the-wall of the rehearsal room and heard the band in .practice,
"feeling" the vibration of the sounds created by talented older students.

Then they had the opportunity to "lead" the band. Finally, :`ley mingled with the players and handled the instruments. Through these activities the children developed a deeper sense of appreciation for music and
for the talent and work necessary to make thesespecialized sounds (Wessinger: 31-32).
According to Finn, the integration of the community in the total
school instructional program can be achieved by_ introducing local resource people to students. In the music.program it can be accomplished
by bringing in local musicians to play in the school orchestra as guest
artists. Students can also he taken on field trips to hear local symphony
orchestras or other musical rcrformances. The strong association pattern
of sehool-communitY involvement can be strengthened when students see

.

their "guest artists'. performing in the symphony or with other local
groups. In addition, students can-talk With persons engaged in musicrelated careers 'about the care and .thaintenance of their instruments. If
there are musical instrument factories nearby, trips. can he arranged to
nit students to see the actual manufacturing process (Finn: 44).
Science

Thanks to the. American Cetacean Society (ACS), Southern CalitOrnia pupils were provided a unique opportunity several years ago. Dur-,
ing the months of December, January, and February, traveling Veryclose
to the continent, the gray whale, Eschrichtius gibbosta, migrates in small

groups from the Bering Sea and Arctic Ocean to the warm southerly
lagoons. of Mexico, where the females give birth to single calves. Then,
in March, April, and May, 'the herd begins its .northward migration. An
ACS - initiated program took pupils ranging from fourth grade through
high school on half-day cruises to observe the whales. One of the program
objectives was to develop a sense of conservation in students. We mention..

this venture as an example of the viability of using lixally available
resources .to achieve educationally sound objectives.

Each locality
rIlroughout the nation has its particular phenomena which can be used
tdihe eduCational advantage of the instructional prograth. This example
also illustrates how good community school cooperatiOn can provide a

unique educational experience (Lande: 521).
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Resourceful teachers will relate all .facets of the'lield trip to the
educational objectives, including,making effective use of the time spent
on the buS. Teacher- or student-devised bingo cards used for a science
class, but adaptable to all subject areas, are an illustration. Developing
such cards for class use can be a part of the .planning phase. In addition
to providing a valuable learning experiemie, the task is An activity in
Wing research skills.. For the science class the cells of each card contained

pictures or wordscut froM old texts, dictionaries, or free print materiats to encourage students io use several senses or only one sense. To
provide variety to the game, the various cel s shni4c1 of course be changc
around. Cards were laminated for reuse by subsequent"'Classes and snia
adhesive labels were attached to the corner f each cell for marking dniing
/game
one use, to be removed 'or replaced-before ie next use: To play thy
students marked their own'cards as. they/discovered theindividUal items
//
(Rathbone: 134).
Roberts described a 12-day rip taken by a group of 26 middle
school students in Minneapolis to rhuseums and tbssil sites in six states.
/
The students, who were enrollee in a paleontology class entitled "Can
.

.

/

You Dig It?" returned from Irfie trip with liotebocsks crammed with
"exuberant jciurnal notes" aspen as many new and/exciting discoveries.
Anderson, the teacher, began preparations nearly4 year beforehand: They
included extra readings and Glasswork, local practice digs, making camp-.
site reservations, filing permission slips, and obtaining the use of a school
bus for the trip..En route: to Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, their eventual
destination, the students visited Chicagnis . Field MuseUrn of 'Natural.
History. They also stopped At road cuts and designated fossil search, sites,
and limestone quarries in southern Indiana. Most of their discoveries were
trilobites, the segmented, beetle-like marine animals which appeared on
earth about 600 million years ago. The success of the trip encouraged
the teacher to plan for a similar excursion in the future (Roberts: 8082, 86).

When the annual May "vacation fever" struck one reacher's._
class, he capitalized on it to reinforce the teaching of physics by taking
his students to an amusement park,-where they related scientific physical
principles to the park rides. .First, the teacher developed a carefully de:
fined set of educational objectives to accomplish this task. He spent two
Sundays measuring and estimating distances, heights, and dimensions.
and carefully timing rides, and a third afternoon. acquiring.the necessary
electrical information with the help of park' personnel.' Then- he--prepared
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student booklets- which included. rules of conduct, a map of 'the amusement park, and infOrmation on the terminal goalto conduct research
. on two rides and to complete the stated performance objectives of those
rides. The booklets also contained a rage of formulas and necessary con version factors and a .set, of ten project sheets, each of which introduced..
one or two rides and listed specific performance objectives. Then, it Was.
off to-the amusement, park for a full- day of-fun, measuring; and caituPollowup sessions in class were a final aspect of the project (Ku,
czma: .20-21).
Baer, a Massachusetts teacher, described the use! of national
parksin this instance Acadia National Park, Maine-. -as a field trip site.
. All members, of his bittlogy,classes were permitted to apply for thisfall°
trip. Because of vehicle .and sponsor shortages, however, all Students
could not participate. Therefore, those believed most likely to profit from
the experience were chosen. The selection process consisted of as Written.
application with several .questions specifically.adapted to this partictilar
experience. Students selected were responsible fbr obtaining assignmenri
and keeping up.with work they missed in other classes. On the trip they
did populationstiidieS, made wildlife sketches; examined symmetries in
organisms, and noted the impact of the many tourists whO.visited the.
park each year. In addition, each student was required to submit a mini.project which Was 'used m .illustrate the educational benefits of the field
trip to parents. community .members, and other interested individuals
.

(ber: 98-10.1).

A technique used for biology. by.a Kansas teacher can be-adapted

fur a variety of field trip sites. In this case. the teacher offered students
the opportunity to concentrate their efforts on two topics of their choice
(e.g., soils, reptiles, rodents, water, wildlife photography, and forestry).
Six field trip-sesSions of appr4i,mately 90 minutes each is
held concurrently by several instructors .itch_ group was limited to '20 students
from a total enrollment Of 75. Ft flowing the collection of samples and
exhibits, the.students ate sack lu ches and then gathered to Ompare
their data, take pictures of live .s.ecim s; discuss correct collecting techniques, and summarize, their findings. tc-s1.-- reports, shared throughout
the semester, gave students background data and experience, and made
the textbook topics come alive. Pictures,. data, and slides made during

the field trip augmented classroom instruction throughout the year
(Highfill: 48 -49).
Wiper usedTilie museum as the site for a final examination for
his human biolOgy, course, a practical course intended fir ngpcollege-:

bound students. A school policy required a two-hour final examination.

In order to comply with this requirement and to provide students an
experience that would give them the maximum educational benefits, the
teacher made arrangements for them to take the examination in khe Museum of,Science in Boston'. Before the examination Wiper visited the
...museumluld became thoroughly acqiiainted with the exhibits related to
the course. Then he constructed the test questions based upon the course
content and exhibits on human reproduction,' nutrition,- the respiratory
and circulatory systems, medical hiStory, a medical operatiim, and the

"transparent'," woman. On the day of the examination he gave each
student
a clipboard, several open-end questions, and a map of the.triui
,eutn identifying the exhibits. Earlier he had encouraged_ students to
'bring their class data books and offered them the option of working.with
a friend. During the examination,. the instructor as well as museum aides,
were .visible and available to help students if requested. As a result of his
success with this process, the 'teacher had plans to repeat. the trip and to
expand the idea to other units of study (Wiper: 322).
Wurzelhacher reported a 28 -day field. trip to study' the environ-

mentcamping for creditcovering 12 'states and two Canadian provinces. The itinerary included such cities as Boston, Montreal , New York,

Philadelphia, Quebec, and. Washington, D.C.; Acadia and Fundy naclonal parks; and places of special, ecological significance. It also included

an outstanding three-day canoe- trip arranged by the Canadian Depart.mjnt of Youth and Tourism. On this tour students learned the value of
'teamwork .and group responsibility through actual experiences. They also
observed the relationship of people to their natural and created environment. Wurzelbacher's article contains an outline of the trip's budget
(which would have to hr drastically adjusted for inflation), lists of suggested personal and group camping equipment, and selected student
obserVations of the experience. It also gives suggestions for a "shakedown".camping. experience as a part-of the preplanning and orientation
sessions. This type of trip is an excellent idea for the adventurous teacher
who, wants.to add excitement and imagination ro the curriculum (Wurzelbacher: 34 I 43 +).
6

Social Studies

Cemeteries, particularly, those that have tombstones relating to
the historic paSt, can be,used to motivate children to study the history
of their community. An Ohio teacher prepared herself for such a project
by becoming familiar with the history of the local community and of the
45

cemetery chosen tier a field trip. As a part of the planning: the children
"'established rules of conduct for visiting the cemetery. On the trip they
developed theirobseracional skills by noting dates of birth and death,
family groupings, graves of War dead, and other aspects of life and death
conveyed by the tombstones. In addition to developing !earnings in history, they used mazheMatiCal skills, to calculate lifespan. Leanings extended to the health curriculum with a study of' epiden*, determined.
by noting that many deaths occurred during the same rime period. Then,--7
upon returning to scho61, the class visited the cafeteria to discuss- food
handlingprOceditres with the personnel. As a result, students looked at
the food handling permits and interpreted them as society's way of con- .
trolling the spread Of diseases. Also, pupils were encouraged to talk at
home with their parents about life and death so that .pa- rents would have
the opportunity..tushate their thoughts on the -matter.Thus,--exploring--the past, as detailed on 'tombstones, can add new dimension and
a-- meaning
to the everyday lives of the children .involved in the extieriencelBassett:

94-96).
A teaching unit by O'Dowtlfk<used upon the architecture. of the
many historic houses in the
of the school in which she
taught on Staten Island. This is an excellent example of taking the, coin7
mon sights that children ixiss every day en route',.to school and making

them a port of their- learning experiences. Each morning; before the
regular classes began, one teacher met with recent non-English-speaking
arrivals from Santo Domingo,-Colombia, Cuba, and India, as well as the

other pupils in the. class, to study the history and architecture of the
homes. Some children were the sons and daughters of business and profes-

sional people, college professors, and civic leaders, while others were
members of thster families. All the children shared the common experi.(ice of seeing and learning more about the cultural past of the community
in which they lived. Resource persons visited the class. The children..
made Special trips' to a nearby vocational school where the teacher 'and
his students gave an illustrated talk on construction: Finally, an architect
accompanied the class on .a combination walking-bus tour of the area.
During this excursion, one homeowner welconied the group with a personally Conducted tour and an account of the house's long history. Classroom .activities took the form of discussidns and research, as well as
making notebooks Of-pertinent material, ilhaStrating, architectural features

of homes viewed. on lick! trips, drawing 'pictures; taking phothgraphs,
preparing displays for bulletin boardsmaking Victorian mansion
lages, and reliving the historic period of the homeS through creative
writing (0' Dowd: 137 --39).

7.

Walking trips offer opportunities early in the school curriculum
to relate the school and community to the social studies program. In
Waterbury, Connecticut, a walking trip at the beginning of the year
acquainted thechildrenif One school with the history of their commu-.
nity. It also helped them develop a spoken language. facility since many
students in the school: had language and 'word develn.pment deficiencies.

It served, too, as a means of teaching basic mapreading skills as the
children explored the neighborhood. Teachers planned the project for a
five-day (one school week) cycle, dividing the time as follows:
/st Day: Teacher planningdeciding area of concentration for the
week

jd Day: Children's orientationincluding a discussion of basic
concepts, an exchange ofinformation, a Mapping activity,
and the writing of key words and phrases in their journals

3d Day: Walking. tripmaking the trip with children 'following
the route marked on the map
4th Day: Fo llowup activitiesdisplaying all samples, sharing experiences and observations

5th Day: "Pulling together"repeating the walking tour, asking children to sketch their favorite site, and further shar-

ing and recording the experience through a variety of
expression,s such as speaking, reading, writing, drawing,
tape recording, labeling, and displaying (Vitone: 27).

Leeson described a different approach to eighth graders' study of
Portland (Oregon), a requirement of that city's curriculum.. The course
emphasized three aspects of the city with social implicatiims: how city
people can expand friendships, features created by people that add or
detract from a metropolitan environment, and suggested improvements
for chi: future. becaue third graders also studied Portland, they were.
involved in the eighth. gradersI;i:nject. Both .student groups profited
from the -educational experience, learning with and from each .other.
Among the mutually beneficial activitiesthe older students prepared
'maps and projects which they presented to the younger children, and
they acted olcti guides to the younger children on field trips. One third
graders, cornment probably best summed up the feelings of the entire
group:...:The reason I liked- going this way is that 'it gives me someone
to talk to and someone to ask questions of." (Leeson: 136).
A three-day trip that used two buses and four campers was an
adventure in history shared by the eighth grade students taught by Bun:selmeier and Galloway. The purpose.of the trip was to study the history
of the early gold-mining areas of California and Nevada. Before embark47

8

ing on their adventure, the students planned the trip for an entire year-,stUdying the history of the area and collecting facts. This account is but
tine example of using the history of the local area to motivate students,
to -lake the subject live, and then of using the extended field trip as the

\

culminating activity. One note of cautionwhen considering trips to
abandoned mines, teachers should be sure to check safety factors of sites
to he visited (Bunselmeier and Galloway: 52 +).
.

'The skill of letter writing can be combined with the study of
history, as some Pennsylvania students discovered, several years ago.
Through corresponding with peers in Walpole, Massachusetts, students
from Lancaster had the opportunity to learn. firsthand about New England

..

history. All year the students, carefully matched by their teachers,-exchanged letters, relating to their eighth grade history course. The culmination of all of the letter writing was a visit by the Lancaster students
to their, Walpole pen pals for four full days. To finance this venture iii:
cooperative learning, the Lancaster students and their parent's spent many
long hours -Using the money required: The eighth graders' study of
United State history was truly enriched by the correspondence and-by
the trip that closed the;-400 -mile gap and made history coMe'alive (Bla-

husch: 39-4 I).

ri

Multidisciplinary Trips

Glatthorn and Briskin reported on an alternative school program
in Philadelphia in which the school first rented and later purchased a
motor home. After the school established trip guidelinjs, interested
groupS applied Jim- the use of the motor home. A committee'set up for
the purpose then screened the requests. The following are a few brief
..
deseripttons of some of the tours taken by different groups of students,
parentsand interested staff members.
.

.

.

Art Tour. Students and. a. staff member toured New England museums, art schOols, and art institutes. The group obtained
information about .schools, enjoyed many cultural experiences,
and sketched and rxiinted along the way both to and from New
England.
.

Politics Tour. Visiting Washington, D.C., students and
staff members met and talked with members Of Congress and also
did some lobbying.

\ Language Tou. During this trip the group stayed with
Fren67Canadian fiimilies and tested their ability in conversational
French 'in local restaurants.
De .vicfn Tour. Students and staff participated in the Inter48

national Design Conference in Aspen, k)lorado, visiting many
_sites of interest on the way west and on the .return trip.

Am Sng the points stressed on these trips Jere the necessity for
good planning, early involvement of parents, establis ment and enforcement of rules (all trips were coed), and preplanning for issed class work
while on the road as well as planning for adequate study mes. Needless
to say, all trips had to have an educational fbcus=and the entire group
had to keep this in mind at all times. One of the 'major ben firs gained

through the use of the motor home for educational travel wcs that it
helped people. learn hoW to get along with each other (Glatt rn and
'BriSkin: 44 -46).
.:Students can gain an understanding of the problems of the md-

'capped by visiting institutions where these persons are housed.Ber agozzi described the:experiehcesof a third grade class that visited t.1
elderly residents of a nursing home. The group prepared for its trip by
discussing the problems of persOns who can no longer take care of them-.
selves, and by rehearsing a musical program. 'Because the hothe had no
piano, the children took along a previously 'recorded piano accompani-

mem which they used for practice as well as for their performance of
Christmas carols- at the nursing home. When the children entered the
room and saw the elderly on crutches, with canes, or in wheelchairs, their
first reaction was one of total awe. The author felt that the pupilsgained:
a great deal from this experience and that they provided the older people

With a welcqme relief from their daily" routine: On the ride bac' k to
school; the children were quiet arid contemplative. The understanding
and compassion .they'eghibited for. the problems of the elderly were d&
lerent from the responses exhibited betbreqhe -visit. Their experience
seintbrced the idea that there are many persons who =less fortunate
',than others. Discussions were`, therefore more meaningful following' the
experience of sharing dieir.music with the residents of the nursing:home
(Bernagozzi. 29)..
In the.northern United States and Canada, winter isa reality, and
..

any teacher contemplating the -use of field trips as a part of the instructiOnal 'program should be prepared to deal with this fact. Even so, winter
can be on. enjoyable 4ind educationally rewarding time to plan and' take
field
Serrin described .ore such excursion, an interdisdplinary
activity for a group of fifth graders who spent all.day outdoors in a park.
Although its b;isic th'r'ust was environmental education, the activity inVolved all_
of the curriculum. For example, it incorporated literature
with reading and poems fbcused on the outdoors. Students. learned to. do

5o

.

research and to write reports on their observations as a part of the language

program. Before the trip, the children received instruction in practical
ways of coping with the winter environment, including building fires
and keeping them going. They also received instruction in skiing. Food
was limited to what each person could carry in a half -gallon milk container. Once in the park, students practiced such skills learned in claSs
as finding, an abandoned hermit's shack by using compass directions and
starting ai fire using a 'maximum of three matches. Not all the children
experienced success and some occasionally needed help, but all learned
from the outdoor activity. With appropriate pla'nrting and preparations,
winter can become a special time to combine the classroom and the field

trip to teach pupils needed skills and to make,learning an enjoyable
experience (Serrin: 102-4).
Visits to construction sites are another source of interest to students. These activities have implications:for mathematics, career education, and other related classes. They must be modified to meet the availability of local construction, however; and they must be implemented
,

when the teachable moment is at handthat is, when the construction
is under way. Usually it is necessary to obtain special perrnissinn to make
an on-site visit, and this may-sometimes be-difficult because of insurance
coverage and, safety rules *and regulations. Sites can he observed from
public viewing places or from a distance, however. For instance, students

can view a bridge under construction- and make ptedictions about its
height, length, and date of completion. Such predictions can be a useful
way to teach estimation ratios and basic geometry. A later classroom visit
from the construction supervisOr or the design engineer can serve to
establish the accuracy of student estimates (Zeitz: 76).

International Travel
Teachers contemplating travel with students to foreign .countries
must attend so special concerns not faced by those traveling, within the
continental United Stares. In addition to the usual arrangementS involved
in planning any field trip; there are matters of finance's, transportation
(both air and ground), selection of proper-type lodging-accommodations,
locally guided tours, baggage handling and weight limitations, passport
and visa acquisition, health certificates and inoculations, and special
clothing requirments to consider (MTh. el).. Therefore it is probably advisable to seek the counsel of a professionally trained travel agent who
can work with the group from the trip's inception to its successful
conclusion.
50

To make foreign travel as rewarding an educational experience as
possible, the teacher should begin to work with the group well in advance'
of the trip. Preparations that help students develop an understanding of

cultural differences and local customs of the nation(s. to be visited will
not only make the trip more enjoyable for all invol.-..uvisitors and hosts
alike --but they will also help avoid Misundr-standings due to lack of
awareness of ,different cultural values. To tms end, discussions, guest
speakers, the use of library facilities and

(her sources can be most helpful

(Churchill).
.
The following brief descri, ions of several 'international travel
programs are examples of some of the tours that are available.
A .fairly new prOgram, designed around a "floating classroom,"
offers student leaders the opportunity to spend 20 days aboard a ship
visiting many different ports. One hundred students can enjoy the experience of travel and association withtheir peers from all over the United
States while visiting Mediterranean and Atlantic ports of 'call: They also
attend ClasSes in leadership skills: and study cultural and hisiorical perspectives of the arsea visited (National Association of Secondary SchOol
Principals: 19).
Friendship Ambassadors Foundation offers teachers in the performing arts the opporturiitY to sponsor international trips for their stuAnts.' This organization hats 5 arranged many varied and interesting travel-

performanCe itineraries for student groups over the past ,quarter of a
Century (Friendship Ambassadors Foundation).
peonle-to-people. travel program, stressing. the role of people
.dors, is available for several areas of international
as goodw
study. Founovt, ua 19:,6, the program is dedicated to world peace thrOugh
international travel. It provides fUrther evidence in.stip. port of the notion
that.teachers and organized student groups- can profit .educationally
trips to other countries. Bryant .described a.-1975 tour of music teachers
during which doots to' conservatories and,academiesthat-orherwise would
never have been available to participants were opened. The tour covered
.

Holland (Amsterdam), East Germany. (Leipzig/Dresden), Austria .(Vienna), the. Soviet. Union (Kiev), Hungary (Budapest), and Spain (Barce;

lona).(Bryani: 32-34).
SUMMARY.
One purpose of thiS publication has been to stress the existence
of a wide range of, instructional resources available to teachers. Front

walking to flying, the local community and the world offer unlimited
51
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"Pl/i/rtUilt k" K.." by doing and observing firsthand Because teachers_
are highly creative individuals, another purpose of this work has been to
foster this creativity by suggesting Acleas for broadening the scope Of the
eduntional program, The foregoing examples- of field trip experiences
represent only a diversity of suggestions.

A final suggestion is to view energy problems as .challtnge for
greater staff cooperation rather than as a deterrent to the use of thAeld
trip. For example, white irmaymot be possible ro engage a 60-passenger
bus for One class, it may be possible for two classes to combine their
efforts and double the effectiveness of the field 'TIP. If school transpor.

ration is no longer readily available, the use of commercial sources.shOuld
be considered. Furthermore, sites previously. bypassed as groups went to

more distant points may now warrant closer examination and. use as
possibilities for walking or bicycling excursions.
All forms of teaching and learning pose challenges to the teacher.

With creative teaching, the field trip can-be a 'valuable source.to help
students, understand that they are a part of the local cornenunity as well
as'of the community of nations.
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